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Abstract 
The aim of this paper is to analyze Approximate Reasoning (AR) through extension- 
ality with respect to the natural T-indistinguishability operator, by considering the indis- 
tinguishability level between fuzzy sets as a formal measure of its degree of similarity, 
resemblance or closeness, having in all these terms an intuitive meaning. © 1998 Else- 
vier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
1. T-indistinguishability operators: Some preliminary concepts 
In this section we recall some well-known concepts concerning to T-indistin- 
guishability operators that are the key structure on which this paper is based. 
In the sequel, T will represent a continuous t-norm [1], and T its quasi- 
inverse defined by 
l'(x [y) = sup{x E [0, l]/T(ct,x)~<y}, x,y E [0, 1]. 
In the context of multivalued logics, T can be interpreted as a conjunction 
and J" as its associated R-implication [2]. 
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Definition 1. A T-indistinguishability operator E in a set X is a reflexive and 
symmetric fuzzy relation in X that satisfies, 
T(E(x, y), E(y, z) ) <<. E(x, z) (T-transitivity). 
T-indistinguishability operators extend to the fuzzy framework the classical 
equivalence relations. Some well-known T-indistinguishability operators, de- 
pending on the chosen t-norm T, are: 
T= MIN, Zadeh's similarity relations, 
T= L, (Luckasiewicz t-norm), Likeness relations, 
T= PROD, Menger's probabilistic relations. 
Example 2. Er(x,y) = i"(MAX{x,y} [ MIN{x,y}) = MIN{I'(x ]y), T(y [ x)} is 
a T-indistinguishability operator in the unit interval [0,1]. 
Example 3. Every fuzzy set h : X ~ [0, 1] induces a fuzzy relation Eh in X, 
Eh (x, y) = Er (h (x), h (y)), which is a T-indistinguishability operator. 
The importance of the two previous examples lies in the fact they contain the 
key ideas in order to obtain a representation theorem for T-indistinguishability 
operators. 
Definition 4. If E and F are two T-indistinguishability operators in X and Y, 
respectively, we say that a map ~0 : X ~ Y is an extensional operator (or an 
extensional map) with respect to E and F, if F(q~(xl),~o(x2))>~E(xl,x2) 
VXl,X2 E X .  
Theorem 5 (Representation Theorem) [3]. A fuzzy relation E in a set X is a T- 
indistinguishability operator if and only if, there exists a family {hi}iel of fuzzy 
subsets uch that 
E = inf Eh~ = inf ET o (h i × hi) .  
iEl iE1 
The consequences of this representation theorem and, more generally, the 
structure of T-indistinguishability operators have been widely studied in [4,5]. 
Next, we construct a T-indistinguishability operator defined over a set of 
fuzzy sets of a set X. 
Definition 6 [6]. Given H C [0,1] x the fuzzy relation Ex ~ defined by 
~'xr.r(hl, h2) = INFx~_xEr(hl (x), h2(x)), hi, h2 E H, is a T-indistinguishability 
operator H that will be termed the natural T-indistinguishability operator. 
If there is no ambiguity, the natural T-indistinguishability operator will be 
simply denoted by E. 
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Using the preceding definition, two vague propositions hi, h2 (fuzzy sets) are 
--T 
indistinguishable byE x, at a certain level 0~, if there does not exist any element x 
of X such that Er(hl(x),h2(x)) >1 cc 
This is the fuzzy version, scaled in [0,1] by means of Er, of the classical 
equivalence between propositions, in the sense that two propositions are equiv- 
alent if, over any element of the universe of discourse, they both take the same 
truth-values (zero or one). 
2. An analysis of approximate reasoning via T-indistinguishability operator 
Roughly speaking, the problem of Approximate Reasoning (AR) could be 
stated as follows: Given a rule "ifA then B" how can we extend it to a new rule 
"if A' then B'", where A' is, in a sense, "similar" to A? 
In our case, the hypothesis A,A' are fuzzy sets in an universe of discourse U 
(i.e., A, A' E [0, 1]u), and they represent possibility distributions of a variable X, 
which take values in U; the same applies to B, B' with respect V. From this 
point of view, the rule should be enunciated as "if X is A then Y is B", but, 
for simplicity, we will refer to it as "if A then B". 
In this context, the problem of AR could be stated in a more formal way. To 
this end, given a rule " i fA then B", A E [0, 1] u, B E [0, 1] v, let us associate an 
operator cg : [0, 1] U ~ [0, 1] v to it. This operator must fulfill an extensional 
property in the sense of Definition 9. 
Definition 7. I fX is a set, the pointwise order ~<x in [0, 1] x is the order relation 
defined by 
VxeX, ,,ve[O, 1] X. 
The pointwise order is the usual order in fuzzy sets. 
Definition 8. A map ¢g : [0, 1] U ~ [0, 1] v is termed an inference operator if it 
preserves the pointwise order. 
That is: 
I f  A1 <. vA2 then ~(A1) ~ vCg(A2), VA1,A2 c [0, 1] v. 
The previous definition has a clear intuitive meaning, that is: the association 
of thesis to hypothesis by c¢ has to be done in such a way that, the less specific 
hypothesis are (i.e. they contain less information), the less specific the thesis 
must be. 
Next definition is related to Definition 4. 
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Definition 9. A map cg : [0, 1] U ~ [0, 1] v is termed an extensional operator 
- -T  
with respect o a continuous t-norm T if it is extensional with respect o Ev 
- -T  
and E v. 
If there is no ambiguity about T, we will refer to it as an extensional oper- 
ator. 
Definition 9 is a formal expression within the context of fuzzy sets of Hume's 
philosophical principle 
"From causes which appear similar, we expect similar effects. 
This is the sum of all our experimental conclusions". 
David Hume 
An Inquiry Concerning Human Understanding 
In a plain form: the more similar are hypotheses, the more similar theses are. 
A more detailed analysis of extensionality can be found in [6-9]. 
The most popular way to associate an operator cg to a rule " I fA then B" is, 
without any doubt, Zadeh's Compositional Rule of Inference (CRI), the so 
Called Fuzzy Modus Ponens. It consists in a family of procedures they all fitting 
in the following schema: 
CRIb: [0, 1] ~: ~ [0, 1] V, 
A' H CRg (a'), 
where CRIr(A')(v)= SUP,euT(A ' (u) ,R(u ,v) )  being T a continuous t-norm 
that plays the role of a conjunction, and R a fuzzy relation over U x V 
(R : U × V ~ [0, 1]) that represents the entailment induced by the rule "if  A 
then B" between universes of discourse U and V. So R plays in some sense 
the role of implication. Both, T and R, change depending on the authors and 
applications, but they all satisfy the following theorem [7]. 
Theorem 10. For any continuous t-norm T and any relation R : U x V --~ [0, 1], 
CR1 ff is an extensional inference operator. 
Moreover, if T = MIN we have some additional results. 
Theorem 11. For any continuous t-norm T and any relation R : U x V ~ [0, 1] 
--T --T 
CRI MIN is an extensional inference operator with respect o E U and E v. 
Theorems 10 and 11 allow us to consider all kinds of CRI as AR procedures 
(rather than Modus Ponens). 
Furthermore, these results ubstantiate some relations R widely used in suc- 
cesful applications, which can hardly be interpreted as implications. The para- 
digrn is, without any doubt, the Mamdani relation R(u, v) = MIN{A(u), B(v)}. 
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Another example of extensional inference operator -different from CRI but 
closely related to it- is given by the extension of a function between the univers- 
es of discourse U and V [9]. 
Definition 12. The extension f* of a function f : U ~ V is 
f ' :  [0, 1] U ~ [0, 1] v, 
U ~-+ f*(#), 
defined by f*(~)(v) = SUP.e{f-,(v)}/~(u). 
The underlying idea in Definition 12 is quite simple. Let us suppose that 
there exists a known function f : U ~ V describing the entailment between 
the universes of discourse. Let X and Y be possibilistic variables taking values 
on U and V, respectively. In this situation, if we have a non-vague, non-impre- 
cise, hypothesis X = {u0}, (u0 ~ U), we can infer the associated thesis through 
f ,  Y = {f(u0)}. On the contrary, if we have a vague hypothesis "X is A" -being 
A a fuzzy set of U-, the thesis will be "Y is if(A)". So, f* produces rules of the 
type "ifA then if(A)". 
In [9] it is shown that the extension f* of any function f is extensional with 
respect T = MIN and T = Ae. We have the following general theorem. 
Theorem 13. The extension f* of any function f is extensional with respect any 
continuous t-norm T. 
Proof. We have to prove that 
- -T ErvOC*(A,),f*(A2) ) >. Eu(A,,A2 ). 
For any v E V, we have, 
T(f*(AI)(V) ]f*(A2)(v))=T( sup Al(u)] sup A2(u)) 
\uEf-l(v) uEf-l(v) . ]  
(*) INFu~f-l(v)]'(Al(U) ] sup A2(v)/ 
scU l(v) / /  
(**) 
>~ INF.~f-,(v)T(AI(u) [ A2(v)) 
>>. INF.~f-~(v)7"(A,(u ) I A2(u)) 
>~ INF.~vEr(A, (u), A2(u)) = Er~(A1, A2), 
(*)T('IY) is left continuous; (**) Due to the monotonicit._y r of T(x].). 
In an analogous way, l"(f*(Az)(v)Jf*(Al)(V))~>Z~u(AI,A2 )  and then 
- -T  ErOC*(A1)(v),f*(A2)(v)) >>.Eu(AI,A2 ). Finally, from the arbitrariness of 
- -T  , , - -T  
v E V, we conclude Ev( f (A1),f (.41)) >>. Eu(AI,A2). 
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The outstanding importance of the extensional inference operators in AR 
leads us to formulate a question: is it possible to associate an inference opera- 
tor to a rule "ifA then B" in such a way that it will be optimal from an exten- 
sional point of view? 
The Natural Inference Operator (NIO) for short, [6,7] gives us an affirmative 
answer to the preceding question. 
Definition 14. Given the rule "ifA then B" with A E [0, 1] u and B C [0, 1] v, the 
operator 
PAn: [0, 1] U ~ [0, 1] v, 
A' ~ cgAs(A') = B', 
where B'(v) = l"(INFu~ul"(A'(u) IA(u)) [ B(v)), is termed the NIO associated to 
the rule. 
Next theorem shows in what sense is cgAB optimal. 
Theorem 15. 
(a) ~as is an inference operator. 
(b) B <~ vCg---as(A t) VA' E [0, 1] u. Moreover, i f  A' <<, uA then ~As(lz) = B. 
(c) cgAs interpolates the rule "/fA then B" (i.e. ~As(A) = B). 
(d) ~As is an extensional operator. 
(e) (~As is the least specific operator satisfying (a) - (d) .  
As a consequence of this theorem, we have that 
CRIRr(A ') <<.~As(A') VA' C [0, 1] U. 
In general, the equality CRI~(A') = ~AB(A') does not hold. 
From a multivalued logic point of view, T(2P(x l y) ]z) can be interpreted as 
(x ~ y) -* z, where ~ denotes the R-implication associated to T. See [10] for 
an extensive study of this approach. 
3. Representation theorem for extensional inference operators as interpolative 
approximate reasoning 
An usual objection to all type of CRI -no matter which kind of CRI- is that 
all possible rules "ifA' then B'", for any A' E [0, 1] ~:, are inferred from only one 
rule "ifA then B". Is it possible to maintain that from only one rule, the whole 
dependency relation R between U and V is known? 
The natural answer to this objection should be given in terms of AR, that is: 
The less similar one A and A', the less specific is the thesis B' = CRIr(A'). 
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Obviously both, the objection and its answer, can also be applied to the 
NIO. 
The previous answer is a qualitative one. Given any inference procedure - 
CRI, NIO .... - the problem consists in quantifying if the less of specifity in the- 
sis is sufficient in order to ensure that, of several rules "ifA~ then Bi", i E I, all 
thesis inferred by means of the mentioned procedure associated to any partic- 
ular rule "ifA~ 0 then B~0", will be less specific than any of the thesis of the rules. 
We are going to prove that, if we start from rules like "ifA~ then Bi", (i E I) 
that have been derived in an extensional way, (for example, if they come from 
the extensions f* of a map f : U ~ V) then, the NIO is optimal with respect o 
the former condition. 
Given an extensional inference operator c~ : [0, 1] U ~ [0, 1] v, let us consider 
a family of rules "if Ai then Bg", i E I, A i E [0, 1] u, B i E [0, 1] V such that 
Bi = Cg(A~). In this case, we say that the rules have been generated by cg and 
we denote by cgi the NIO associated with the rule "if A/then B/ defined by 
~:  [0, 1] U ~ [0, 1] v, A ~ ~(A), 
where ~i(A) (v )  = "]'(INF,EuI"(A(u) I Ae(u)) I B,(v)), Vu E U. 
Finally, let us also consider 
~:  [0, 1] v ~ [0, 1] v, A ~-+ ~(A), 
defined by Cg(A)(v) = INF~zICg~(A)(v), v E V, or briefly, cg = INFiJgi.  
In this situation, we have the following theorem: [6]. 
Theorem 16 (Interpolation Theorem). ~ = INFi~l~i satisfies." 
(i) ~ <. vcg. 
(ii) Cg(Ai) = Bi, for any i E I (i.e. cg interpolates the rules). 
(iii) cg is an extensional inference operator. 
(iv) cg is the least specific with respect <. v satisfying ( i)-( i i i ) .  
Proof. 
(i) We are under the hypothesis that all rules "if Ai then Bi" have been gen- 
erated by c~, i.e., ~(Ai) = Bi, Vi  E I. But for any fixed rule "ifAi then Bi" ,  (~i 
is the least specific extensional inference operator satisfying this condition. 
So, ~ ~< vC6i for any i E I, and ~ ~< zINFisi% -- c~. 
(ii) For any fixed i0 E I we have ~io(A~o) = Bi0, and then ~(Aio) = INF~sI~ 
(__A~o) <. vBio. But, by i), we also have ~(A~0)/> v~(Aio)= B~o. Therefore, 
~(Aio) = Bio. 
(iii) Is a consequence of Lemmas 17 and 18. 
(iv) Let cg' be satisfying (i)-(iii), applying (i) to cg,, then ~ ~> v~' is obtained. 
Lemma 17. For any arbitrary family of  inference operators {(~i}iEl 
(%: [0, 1] U --~ [0, 1] v) we have, ~ = INFiEIC~i is an inference operator. 
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Proof. Obvious. 
Lenuna 18. For any arbitrary family of extensional operators {(~i}iEl ( (~i  " [0, 1] U 
---+ [0, 1]v), c~ = INFiElc~i is an extensional operator. 
mT t Proof. We have to prove that Erv(~(A),Cg(A'))>~Ev(A,A), for any 
A,A' C [0, 1] U. 
In a similar way as in Theorem 13, 
T(~(A)(v) I ~(A')(v)) 
= T(INFi~ic~i(A)(v)lINFi~l~i(A')(v)) 
= INF,~/T(INFj~{gj(A)(v) I c~i(A')(v)) 
>. INF~IT(~,(A)(v) I ~i(A')(v)) 
--T >~ INF~,Er(Cgi(A)(v), c~,(A')(v) ) 
~> INF~I (INFvc vet (cgt (A)(v), ~i (A')(v)) ) 
= INFi~,Ev(CC(A), ~i(A )) >>. 
--T t Analogously, we have 7"(<g(A')(v) I <g(A)(v)) >~ Eu(A,A ), and then Er(Cg(A ') 
- -T  (v), c-g(A)(v)) >1 Ev(A,A' ). 
From the arbitrariness of v E V, we have that 
- -T  t - -T t Ev(~(A ), Cg(A)) = INFv~vEr(Cg(A')(v), c~(A)(v)) >1 Ev(A,A ). 
Now the theorem 16 has an interesting new interpretation. The condition (ii) 
statesthat ~g interpolates all rules, so we called theorem 16 Interpolation theo- 
rem. Condition (i) ensures that ~ is always less specific -so, it contains less infor- 
mation- than the operator cg used to generate rules "if Ai then B;". Therefore, 
both, (i) and (ii) allow us to interpret cg as an interpolation reasoning procedure. 
Section (d) justifies next definition. 
m 
Definition 19. If "Ai then Bi" i E I is a family of rules, let cgi i E I be the family 
of associated NIOs, then the operator ~ : Inf ~i, will be termed the NIO 
associated to the given family of rules. 
Furthermore, the Interpolation Theorem shows that all extensional infer- 
ence operators can be interpolated via infima, in an analogous way to the rep- 
resentation of T-indistinguishability operators (Theorem 5). Theorem 20 
explores this idea. 
Theorem 20 (Representation Theorem). cg : [0, 1] v ~ [0, 1] is an extensional 
inference operator (with respect o T) if, and only if, there exists a family of rules 
"if A i then Bi", i E I satisfying c~ = INFiez~i. 
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Proof. If c~ is extensional, we can apply th. 16 taking I = [0, 1] U. For the 
reciprocal, it will be enough to apply Lemmas 17 and 18 and to take into 
account that cgi is extensional inference operator for each i E I. 
4. Summary 
We can see the extensional inference operators as a useful tool for AR be- 
cause all of them satisfy the following general principle: the more similar are 
the observed facts (hypothesis), the more similar are the expected consequences 
(thesis). 
Furthermore, from a structural point of view, they have two features that 
are worth to observe: 
1. All CRI procedures are extensional inference operators no matter which 
kind of relation R they use to represent he implication. 
2. Extensional Inference Operators have a representation via infima of NIOs 
associated to a family of "if-then" rules, that preserves the coherence in 
specifity and information. In this sense, we can speak about interpolative 
reasoning. 
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